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.NET Resource Editor - .NET
Resource Editor creates and
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manages.NET resource files with
graphical tools. It provides an
intuitive and easy-to-use interface,
to create, edit, and manage the
resources of.NET resources..NET
Resource Editor makes a.NET
development project management
tool more efficient. .NET Resource
Editor contains two kinds of
window: one is the Resource Editor
window, and the other is the
Resource Edit Window. Resource
Editor is the GUI editor for.NET
resource files. .NET Resource
Editor is a program for
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creating.NET resource files with
graphical tools. The features
of.NET Resource Editor are: Create, edit, and manage.NET
resource files easily. - The.NET
resource files can be viewed by
Windows Explorer. - Supports a
wide range of.NET resources files.
Regular Expression Checker Regular Expression Checker is an
interactive tool for checking
regular expressions. Users can
check the syntax of regular
expressions without typing in a
program. Regular Expression
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Checker provides the following
functions: - Checking the syntax of
a regular expression; - Printing
regular expression syntax for
testing; - Searching a word in a
regular expression. Thumbnail
Image Maker - Thumbnail Image
Maker is a useful tool for creating
thumbnail images quickly. Users
can create different formats of
thumbnail images without
designing them by using this tool.
Thumbnail Image Maker provides
the following functions: - Creating
an image with a specified width
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and height; - Creating an image
with a specified width and height; Creating a thumbnail image. The
features of Thumbnail Image
Maker are: - Creating different
formats of thumbnail images. Creating a thumbnail image at any
ratio. - An easy-to-use interface.
GUID Generator - GUID
Generator is a simple and easy-touse utility tool for generating a
GUID with a specified number of
random characters. Users can
generate a random string with a
specified length of characters by
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using this tool. GUID Generator
provides the following functions: Generating a random string with a
specified length; - Generating a
random string with a specified
length; - Generating a GUID; Showing the generated string. RSA
Key Generator - RSA Key
Generator is a simple and easy-touse utility tool for generating RSA
public and private keys. RSA Key
Generator provides the following
functions: - Generating a pair of
public and private keys; - Sign
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KEYMACRO is a useful Macros
or VisualBasic for Office Tools. It
can help you make macros easier
and more quickly with some
functions and features. Apache
Tomcat Advanced - The Apache
Tomcat Advanced module is a
complete package for managing
and administering Apache Tomcat
5.5 server. It features a powerful
administration tool to control and
monitor all aspects of the Tomcat
server, such as memory usage and
GC performance. It also includes a
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strong scalability test framework to
simulate production conditions and
highlight performance bottlenecks
in the server. Openoffice Basic Openoffice Basic is an
OpenOffice.org 1.x add-on to
allow you to develop applications
using Microsoft Visual Basic, Java
or other programming languages.
Openoffice.org Basic is available
in English, and its documentation is
also available in English. NetCast
Server - NetCast Server is a
streaming media server built on top
of the Apache Tomcat (version
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5.5) Web Server and the NetCast
Media Server. NetCast Server can
stream media to computers using
HTTP protocol and real-time
media streaming to players such as
Quicktime, Real, Windows Media,
and Flash Player. It also integrates
with remote MySQL databases.
sopcast - sopcast is a customizable
digital video distribution system. It
is designed as a full featured
distribution center with features
such as video transcoding,
management and live streaming.
PNC Digital TV Guide - PNC
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Digital TV Guide is a professional
digital TV guide with a sleek new
user interface. PNC DTV Guide,
like all the PNC Video products, is
built on the cutting edge I-Cube
Platform and features content from
the three major music and video
providers. SoftImage 3D Browser SoftImage 3D Browser is a
professional 3D graphics software
which can help you import, edit,
convert, render and output 3D
objects in large scale. SoftImage
3D Browser software includes
many functions to help you process
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your 3D scenes, and manage your
3D content. Easy Deployer - Easy
Deployer is a powerful Web-based
tool for managing and monitoring
Java applications. Easy Deployer
supports developing and deploying
enterprise-class applications using
features such as Ajax, 77a5ca646e
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- Be professional in your
programming! - Resource Editor
tool help you to create and
manage.NET resource files; Faster and clearer development Regular Expression Checker helps
to find and fix regular expressions
which is a kind of errors found in
most programming languages; Professional and powerful
thumbnail maker - Thumbnail
Image Maker is very powerful and
easy-to-use tool for creating,
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managing, and sharing thumbnails
for your web applications; Supports most of Web technologies
- GUID Generator can easily
generate a GUID which is friendly
for Microsoft Office, System, or
other tools; - Secure by default RSA Key Generator gives you the
ability to generate a pair of RSA
key with different length of the
keys. Version History - 20100601 Support GUID Generator for.NET
3.5; - 20100604 - Support RSA
Key Generator for.NET 3.5; 20100605 - Support Regular
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Expression Checker for.NET 3.5; 20100606 - Support Thumbnail
Image Maker for.NET 3.5; 20100608 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 3.5; 20100609 - Support RSA Key
Generator for.NET 3.5; 20100701 - Support Thumbnail
Image Maker for.NET 3.5; 20100702 - Fix bug in GUID
Generator which not support.NET
Framework 2.0; - 20100703 - Add
support.NET 4.0; - 20100704 Support RSA Key Generator
for.NET 4.0; - 20100705 - Support
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Thumbnail Image Maker for.NET
4.0; - 20100706 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 4.0; 20100707 - Support Regular
Expression Checker for.NET 4.0; 20100711 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 4.0; 20100712 - Support Thumbnail
Image Maker for.NET 4.0; 20100713 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 4.0; 20100708 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 3.5; 20100709 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 3.5; 15 / 23

20100710 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 3.5; 20100709 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 3.5; 20100710 - Support GUID
Generator for.NET 3.5
What's New in the Canaware DevAssistant?

-These tools are all designed to
work seamlessly in Wix Toolset to
accelerate your application
development. -Use our free
tutorials to easily get started: ====
=========================
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Components and Feature of
"DevAssistant" ------------------------------------------------------------------------ .NET Resource Editor It is
a.NET platform resource editor for
creating, editing, merging and
previewing. Create, edit, and
preview your.NET resource files,
you can also see the details of
resource files. For example: .NET
resource editor .NET preview
.NET manage .NET create .NET
edit .NET merge .NET delete
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..NET preview ..NET manage
.NET create ..NET edit .NET
merge ..NET delete Description: It
is a.NET platform resource editor
for creating, editing, merging and
previewing. Create, edit, and
preview your.NET resource files,
you can also see the details of
resource files. For example: .NET
resource editor .NET preview
.NET manage .NET create .NET
edit .NET merge .NET delete
..NET preview ..NET manage
.NET create ..NET edit .NET
merge ..NET delete Description: It
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is a.NET platform resource editor
for creating, editing, merging and
previewing. Create, edit, and
preview your.NET resource files,
you can also see the details of
resource files. For example: .NET
resource editor .NET preview
.NET manage .NET create .NET
edit .NET merge .NET delete
..NET preview ..NET manage
.NET create .NET edit .NET
merge ..NET delete Description: It
is a.NET platform resource editor
for creating, editing, merging and
previewing. Create, edit, and
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preview your.NET resource files,
you can also see the details of
resource files. For example: .NET
resource editor .NET preview
.NET manage .NET create .NET
edit .NET merge .NET delete
..NET preview ..NET manage
.NET create .NET edit .NET
merge ..NET delete Description: It
is a.NET platform resource editor
for creating, editing, merging and
previewing. Create, edit, and
preview your.NET resource files,
you can also see the details of
resource files. For example: .NET
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resource editor .NET preview
.NET manage .NET create .NET
edit .NET merge .NET delete
..NET preview ..NET manage
.NET create .NET edit .NET
merge ..NET delete Description: It
is a.
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System Requirements For Canaware DevAssistant:

Tested on Windows 10 (1703),
Windows 10 (1709), Windows 10
(1803) and Windows 10 (1809).
There might be some issues when
starting the game for some people
using older versions of Windows
(1703, 1709, 1803). Please try the
tutorial first. Please see the
following tables for hardware /
software requirements: Use of a
VR headset (e.g. Oculus Rift, HTC
Vive, Valve Index) is
recommended. Newer GPUs such
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as Radeon RX 570 or Nvidia GTX
1060 series have
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